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1 Introduction 
The National River Flow Archive (NRFA) provides a central database of river flows at gauged 
National River Authority (NRA) stations. In general the NRFA data are quality inspected to 
ensure that discrepancies or discontinuities in flows over time do not occur for individual 
NRA str~tions. While this procedure also identifies problems with particular gauging stations 
such as summer weed growth or backing up attributary junctions, the significance of such 
errors in downstream accumulations of flows is not addressed. Consequently, work reported 
here looks at daily time series and annual flows from all NRA stations in the Ouse catchment 
down to Skelton near York, in order to provide a spatial description and quality assurance of 
gauged flows in the catchment. 
A basic quality assurance test is carried out by looking at cumulated flows fiom each station 
along the main tributaries to the River Ouse. Annual totals are also examined and station files 
investigated to give complementary information on each gauging station. Figure I shows the 
main rivers, namely the Swale, the Nidd and the Ure. The Ouse is formed by the confluence 
of the rivers Swale and Ure. All NRA gauging stations are also shown, with the numbers on 
the map being the last two digits nn of the full station number which is of the form 27001111. 
2 Analysis of the flows in the Ouse catchment 
2.1 AVAILABLE FLOWS 
A summary of the data available for each station (omitting headwater gauges) over the twenty 
year period 1973 - 1992, with years when the= are incomplete data, is given in Table 1 .  A 
full monthly gauged discharge summary for all years is given in Appendix 1 in which the 
stations are listed in numerical order. Due to the station at Richmond being discontinued after 
1980 and the introduction of the station at Bedale Beck in 1983, it was decided that the years 
1980 and 1983 would be analysed. It should also be noted that the stations at Leckby Grange 
and at Crakehill on the River Swale are considered in the NRFA records to be identical. The 
final number of stations used in the analysis of the main rivers is 13. 

Table 1: Ouse flows available from National River Flow Archive in the period 1973-1992 
idd at Gouthwaite 
2.2 STATION FILES INFORMATION 
Station files (see Appendix 2; again in numerical order of gauging station) include a 
description both of the catchment and gauging station, and provide valuable information 
regarding problems at particular gauging sites. Several stations in this investigation have 
required a closer scmtiny due to inconsistencies in their flow in comparison to nearby sites 
or the catchment area covered by the station. These stations along with appropriate comments 
on their accuracy are given below. 
Nidd at Hunsingore Weir - 27001 
This is a broad-crested weir with a by-pass sluice since 1980 which has led to 
subsequent revised flows. It is regarded as being insensitive at low flows. The station 
at Skip Bridge is recommended to be used in tandem with this station for low flows. 
Nidd at Skip Bridge - 27062 
This is a limited range flat V weir, subject to drowning and inaccuracy at high flows. 
Intended for use in conjunction with the gauge at Hunsingore Weir. 
Wiske at Kirby Wiske - 27069 
This is a flat V weir, subject to drowning and backing up from the Swale. Weed 
growth can also affect low flows. Reverse flows observed under low flow conditions. 
Flows should be treated with caution. 
Bedale Beck at Leeming - 27075 
This is a flat V weir, which drowns at high flows as a result of backing up from the 
Swale. 
Kyle at Newton on Ouse - 27060 
This is a flat V weir, whose flow record is veIy inaccurate above the low flow range, 
and the weir is subject to drowning due to backing up from the Ouse whose 
confluence is just downstream. The high flows and mnoff total are erroneous with 
substantial overestimation. 
Ouse at Skelton - 27009 
This is a velocity-area station. Public water supply abstraction upstream has an impact 
on very low flows, but there is some artificial ground water augmentation to 
counterbalance this influence. 
2.3 FLOW ACCUMULATION ALONG THE MAIN RIVERS 
Figures 2 - 5 show the cumulative flows for 1980, for all the available stations on the rivers 
Swale, Nidd, Ure and Ouse respectively. The legends in these figures are placed in decreasing 
order of the catchment area covered by that station (see Table 2 for details), with the top 
legend having the largest area. Figures 6 - 9 show the corresponding flows for 1983. Table 
2 also gives the daily mean annual flow, as calculated by taking the total cumulative flow for 
a year and dividing by the number of days in the year, for each station in 1980 and 1983. This 
table also shows the mean annual rainfall for the period of record given in Hydrometric 
Register and Statistics 1986-90 (Marsh and Lees, 1993). 
From the cumulated flows of Figures 2 and 6 for the river Swale, it is evident that the 
contributions from the gauging stations at Richmond, the River Wiske and Bedale Beck are 
a small pmportion of the flow observed at the downriver station at Crakehill. From the daily 
mean flow averaged over the two years, it is evident that the Richmond, Wiske and Bedale 
Beck flows come to approximately 70% of that measured at Crakehill. This is due to the fact 
that these gauged flows are derived from the area of the upland catchments covered by the 
three stations. This area is only 55% of the area covered by the Cmkehill station (a straight 
proportionality between flow and area is not evident since rainfall totals are higher for the 
upstream catchments - see Table 2). 
Table 2: Catchment areas, mean annual rainfalls and annual flows for 1980 and 1983 for the 
Ouse gauging stations considered in this study 
27009 Ouse at Skelton 3315.0 61.32 47.32 946 


The cumulative flows for the River Nidd, Figures 3 and 7, gradually increase in moving 
downstream from Gouthwaite Reservoir to Skip Bridge. From Table 2 it is apparent that the 
annual flows for the gauging stations are approximately proportional to the catchment area. 
This is a fortuitous result since a large proportion of the water from the upper Nidd (above 
Gouthwaite) is used extensively for water supply. Gouthwaite Reservoir itself is used purely 
for compensation flows. 
Figure 10 illustrates the water transfer system of the upper Nidd (Naden and McDonald, 
1989). The two water supply reservoirs of A n g m  and Scar House above Gouthwaite have 
a combined catchment area of 22 km2. In addition to this, water from the upper catchments 
of the left-bank tributaries in the adjacent How Stem catchment is piped through to Scar 
House Resewoir. The total area from which water is abstracted in this manner is 18 km2, 
almost doubling the catchment area to Scar House and, in combination, making up 35% of 
the total catchment area to Gouthwaite. However, the intakes in the How Steen catchment may 
be turned out during times when the reservoir is full or, more recently, to divert poorer quality 
water, received during the early autumn, from supply. Furthermore, water from Scar House 
Reservoir is taken to Chellow Heights water treatment works in Bradford via a gravity-feed 
aqueduct and system of syphons. This aqueduct may pick up additional water directly from 
the rest of the How Stean catchment and the headwaters of Blayshaw Gill, Ramsgill Beck, 
Colt House Gill and Bum Gill as its crosses them. It is not possible to estimate the likely flow 
losses via this direct inflow into the Nidd aqueduct as these will depend on the flow in the 
rivers as well a? the flow within the aqueduct itself. While it is worth noting these losses in 
the context of catchment modelling, each of the tributaries affected flows into the Nidd above 
the Gouthwaite gauging station and should not, therefore, affect the water balance within a 
river flow model such as QUASAR. 
Further downstream, at Skip Bridge the annual flow appears to increase by 40% with respect 
to Hunsingore for only a small increase of 6% in the catchment area. Referring to the gauging 
station details it is apparent that the gauge at Skip Bridge suffers from drowning effects and 
so is inaccurate at high flows. Hunsingore Weir is insensitive at low flows, but is generally 
more reliable over a whole year. Figures 1 1 and 12 show the daily flows for these two stations 
for 1980 and 1983. From these figures a threshold value of 20 cumecs is recommended, above 
which the flows at Hunsingore Weir should he used, othenvise the flows at Skip Bridge 
should be used. The flow at Gouthwaite Reservoir is only approximately 30% (averaged over 
the two years) of that at Hunsingore Weir. In this case, no tributary inflows are gauged, with 
the exception of one of the headwaters of Crimple Beck, and the catchment area of 
Gouthwaite is only 23% of the total catchment area at Hunsingore Weir. 
The River Ure cumulative flows are shown in Figures 4 and 8. The flow from Westwick Lock 
follows that of Kilgram Bridge, but is appmximately 25% (average value) greater due to 
additional inflows. Combining the flows from Kilgram Bridge and the River Laver leads to 
a flow approximately 80% (avemge value) that at Westwick Lock. The total catchment area 
to Kilgram Bridge plus that of the Laver is only 65% of the area to Westwick Lock. The 
gauging station on the River Skell did not start monitoring until 1984, and so was not included 
in this study. Looking at the data for the Skell post 1984, it is seen to contribute 
approximately the same flow as the Laver. 
Finally, the flows for the River Ouse are shown in Figures 5 and 9. Using the information in 
Table 2, the total contributions from the rivers Swale (Crakehill), Nidd (Hunsingore) and Ure 
(Westwick) add up to approximately 91% and 107% of that observed at Skelton for 1980 and 
1983 respectively. This is within the experimental errors (?lo%) associated with each station. 


However, adding in the contribution due to the River Kyle leads to totals of 112% and 130% 
respectively, of that at Y o k .  The flow from the Kyle, as indicated in the station files, is very 
inaccurate and subject to backing up from the Ouse. This station should not be used. 
3 Conclusions 
Generally flow is well monitored down the main rivers from the upstream gauging points, 
with cumulative flows increasing on progressing down the river netwok. However there are 
large ungauged areas for all the rivers concerned. 
Table 3 shows the total gauged area of each main river as given by the uppermost upstream 
station and all gauged tributaries. The catchment areas for the furthest downstream stations 
on the main rivers are also shown, and may be used as an indication of the total catchment 
area for that river system. Comparing these two areas gives an estimate of the total area of 
the ungauged area in each catchment, which is expressed as a percentage of the total 
downstream gauged area. It is evident that there are significant ungauged areas for all the 
main rivers; especially so for the Nidd which has only 22% of the total area gauged. 
Table 3: Gauged and ungauged areas in the Ouse catchment 
There are significant problems with the gauging stations at Hunsingore Weir and Skip Bridge 
on the River Nidd and the station on the River Kyle. It is suggested that Hunsingore be used 
for high flows (above 20 cumecs) and Skip Bridge at low flows, but as afirst step Hunsingore 
can be taken to pmvide reasonably reliable flows. The Kyle station gives a gross overestimate 
of the flow (up to 300%) from the tributary and should not be used in any modelling effort. 
Other stations, as indicated in Section 2, should he used with caution. 
A river flow model such as QUASAR employing only flow inputs from Richmond (with an 
average value over the two years analysed for the daily mean annual flow of 9.60 cumecs), 
the River Wiske (3.58 cumecs) and Bedale Beck (2.29 cumecs) to describe the River Swale 
flow conditions would underestimate the flows out of the Swale (21.92 cumecs) by 30%. 
Similarly using only Gouthwaite (2.75 cumecs) as a flow input to the Nidd will cause an 
underestimate of the final flow out of the Nidd (14.43 cumecs) of 70%. Using the input flows 
of Kilgmn Bridge (16.37 cumecs) and the River Laver (1.06 cumecs) for the Ure would cause 
an underestimate of 20% in the actual flows out of the Ure (21.88 cumecs). The combination 
of inputs mentioned here leads to a total of 35.65 cumecs into the Ouse system which has to 
be compared with the average measured total of 54.32 cumecs at Skelton. Neglecting any 
contribution from the River Kyle (1 1.72 cumecs), the modelled flow at Skelton would 
therefore underestimate the actual flow by 35%. 
In applying the QUASAR model to the Ouse system it is important to achieve accurate flow 
conditions. Using the input flow data available from the gauged stations alone and modelling 
down the Swale from Richmond, down the Ure from Kilgram bridge and down the Nidd from 
Gouthwaite reservoir it is obvious that a good fit to the actual flow totals would not be 
achieved. A means of estimating flow data from the various ungauged tributaries of the 
catchment is thus r e q u i ~ d  in order to preserve the water balance. 
The Institute of Hydrology Micro Low Flow system (Gustard et al., 1992) provides values for 
mean annual flows for ungauged tributaries using known catchment characteristics and mean 
annual rainfalls. These ungauged annual flows can be linked to gauged catchment flows. 
Using a transformation factor daily gauged flows can be converted to flows appropriate for 
the ungauged catchment. This would provide a quick and ready estimate of inflows prior to 
full subxatchment modelling. 
Several gaugir~g stations also have incomplete flow records, with years of data missing, e.g. 
the Swale at Richmond. In this c a e ,  it is again necessary to construct flow data and a quick 
and effective means of doing this is using the rainfall-lunoff model IHACRES (Jakeman et 
al., 1990). 
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